MAKE SOMETHING AMAZING
You can make a handmade card that outshines a store-bought card. We can help. Start with one of our kits. We’ve measured, cut, and taken care of coordination so you don’t have to. Each kit includes stamps, ink, precut paper, and accents, plus detailed instructions to help you every step of the way.

Creativity should be fun, so we’ve done the hard part, and you get to experience the fun! You’ll love how our products make it easy to create cards and more for the people in your life. Contact your demonstrator or visit stampinup.com to purchase your kit.
NOTES OF KINDNESS
CARD KIT
148266 $35.00
Express your gratitude with these thank-you cards. Makes 20 cards, 5 each of the 4 designs shown above; envelopes included. Use the included stamp set (shown above) and ink on other projects, too.
This kit has cards for nearly every occasion. Makes 20 cards, 2 each of the 10 designs shown above; envelopes included. Use the included stamp set (shown above) and ink on other projects, too.
LOTS OF HAPPY CARD KIT

146388 $35.00

There’s lots to love about the cards in this kit. Makes 20 cards, 4 each of the 5 designs shown above; envelopes included. Customize your cards using the included Watercolor Pencils. You can use the included stamp set (shown above), ink, and pencils on other projects, too.

SALES PERIOD: JANUARY 3–JUNE 3, 2019. Product availability may be limited toward the end of the sales period.
Stampin’ Up!’s® month-to-month subscription program has everything you need for easy papercrafting. Every month you’ll get:

- An all-new project
- Precut, predesigned elements
- Stamps, ink, and paper

Subscribe at paperpumpkin.com for just $19.95 per month (includes shipping!).

There’s no pressure—you can suspend or cancel your subscription at any time.